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ABSTRACT: Screening level models for environmental assessment of engineered nanoparticles
(ENP) are not generally available. Here, we present SimpleBox4Nano (SB4N) as the first model of
this type, assess its validity, and evaluate it by comparisons with a known material flow model. SB4N
expresses ENP transport and concentrations in and across air, rain, surface waters, soil, and
sediment, accounting for nanospecific processes such as aggregation, attachment, and dissolution.
The model solves simultaneous mass balance equations (MBE) using simple matrix algebra. The
MBEs link all concentrations and transfer processes using first-order rate constants for all processes
known to be relevant for ENPs. The first-order rate constants are obtained from the literature. The
output of SB4N is mass concentrations of ENPs as free dispersive species, heteroaggregates with
natural colloids, and larger natural particles in each compartment in time and at steady state. Known
scenario studies for Switzerland were used to demonstrate the impact of the transport processes
included in SB4N on the prediction of environmental concentrations. We argue that SB4N-
predicted environmental concentrations are useful as background concentrations in environmental
risk assessment.

■ INTRODUCTION

The nanotechnology industry is rapidly developing engineered
nanoparticles (ENPs) that are applied in a great variety of
consumer and industrial products.1 ENPs are designed to be
nanoscaled (<100 nm) in at least two dimensions, so that
nanospecific physicochemical properties emerge from the
highly interfacial nature of the chemical material.2 This enables
novel and unique applications in a wide spectrum of fields, such
as electronics engineering, energy production, biomedical
applications, food, agriculture, and many more.3 However, the
specific properties of ENPs also raise concern about unforeseen
environmental and toxicological consequences.4 There is thus a
great need to evaluate the potential environmental risk of ENPs
because release to the environment is considered to be
inevitable.5

Current environmental risk management policies on
chemical substances (e.g., the European Union’s chemical
regulation REACH: Registration Evaluation Authorization and
Restriction of Chemicals) have been designed for use with so-
called “conventional” chemicals, i.e., chemical substances in
atomic/ionic or molecular forms, dissolved in water or in the
gas phase. However, regulatory procedures urgently need
adjustment to become fit for application to the new
nanochemicals that generally occur in solid forms, like micro-

or nanocolloids.6 Making such adjustments is challenging
because of the fundamental differences in transport- and
transformation mechanisms between colloids and solutions.6−8

A major difficulty in making models for “conventional”
chemicals fit for (nano)colloids is that hardly any field data
are available to test the validity of nanoadjusted models.8,9 The
adjustment is also an urgent task, since products containing
ENPs are already on the market. Previous attempts to model
the environmental fate of nanoparticles were meant to provide
a first step in environmental exposure estimation of ENPs10,11

and are still too complex for direct implementation in chemical
safety assessment frameworks.12 It has therefore been proposed
to develop environmental risk assessment strategies with a
pragmatic approach and using scientifically justified simplifica-
tions.7

This paper is an attempt to aid in this approach by presenting
a relatively simple environmental fate model that uses first-
order kinetics to estimate environmental background concen-
trations for nanocolloids in an environmental system that is
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composed of the compartments air, soil, water, and sediment
that are represented as boxes: SimpleBox4nano (SB4N). A
similar approach in modeling the fate of nanomaterials in air,
water, and soil was recently published by Liu and Cohen.13

Unlike SB4N, Liu and Cohen’s MendNano model assumes
fixed (time independent) partitioning ratios for the processes of
aggregation and attachment, which control the environmental
fate of colloidal systems.8 In SB4N, these processes are
modeled mechanistically using first-order rate constants as will
be explained in detail below.
SB4N is a modified version of the SimpleBox model, which

has served as a regional distribution module in the European

Union System for Evaluation of Substances (EUSES) model,
used for exposure assessment in REACH.14−16 SB4N adds first-
order rate constants for transport- and transformation processes
of colloids, where the original SimpleBox model does so only
for molecular processes of chemical substances dissolved in
water.12 It has been identified that three major adaptations are
necessary to make SimpleBox fit for ENPs:6 (1) transformation
processes (e.g., from one colloidal form into another by homo-
or heteroaggregation) should not be interpreted as removal
processes; rather transformation products should be treated as
altered species of the same ENP; (2) dissolution should be
implemented as a removal mechanism and (3) thermodynamic

Figure 1. Overview of model concept SimpleBox4nano.
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equilibrium is not expected to be representative for the actual
concentrations in the environment, since ENPs generally form
unstable colloidal systems.17 The latter implies that concen-
tration ratios of colloidal species cannot be calculated from
equilibrium partitioning coefficients but must be modeled
dynamically, as the result of forward and backward process
rates.6

The aim of the present paper is to provide process
formulations for modeling behavior of ENP and to evaluate
its potential for use in environmental risk assessment. We
explain how environmental concentrations can be calculated as
a function of ENP emissions and ENP substance properties
using colloidal and ultrafine particle theory. As existing theory
cannot exactly describe and predict environmental behavior of
colloidal material under field conditions, we have formulated
the model to be flexible, so that theoretically derived parameter
values can be replaced with experimentally determined ones in
case this is preferred. We have implemented the proposed
model formulations in the spreadsheet model SimpleBox15 and
used them to rework a previously published scenario-analysis of
nanomaterials in Switzerland.18The previously published
scenario analysis did not consider the impact of removal and
transport processes on environmental concentrations, but
SB4N does. We have tested SB4N by analyzing differences
and commonalities between the outputs. The goal of this
exercise is to demonstrate the impact of SB4N’s simulated
removal and transport processes on environmental concen-
trations.

■ METHODS
Model Concept. Like the earlier SimpleBox versions, SB4N

considers emissions into an environment composed of the
compartments atmosphere, surface water, soil, and sediment
(Figure 1). Unlike SimpleBox, SB4N treats partitioning
between dissolved and particulate forms of the chemical not
as equilibrium speciation but as nonequilibrium colloidal
behavior.19,20 Therefore, within each compartment ENPs can
occur in different physical−chemical forms (species): (1) freely
dispersed, (2) heteroaggregated with natural colloidal particles
(<450 nm), or (3) attached to larger natural particles (>450
nm) that are prone to gravitational forces in aqueous media.
Characterization of the properties (e.g., size distribution (r))
and number concentrations (N) of the natural particles that
reside in different environmental compartments are provided as
parameter values within the glossary of the Supporting
Information (SI Table1).
The fate of airborne ENPs is also influenced by the rain

drops that reside in the atmosphere. Therefore, the
atmospheric compartment is divided into the subcompartments
“rain” and “dry air” to account for the specific rates at which
atmospheric particles are taken up in rain drops.21

The SimpleBox model is a classical multimedia mass balance
modeling system (“box model”),22,23 in which the masses, m
(kg) of ENP in the various environmental compartments (air,
water, soil, etc.) are obtained as the steady-state solutions of the
mass balance equations for all compartments:

= − −m A e1 (1)

A represents the system matrix of rate constants (s−1), and e
(kg·s−1) is the vector of emission rates of (pristine) ENP into
the environment. The system matrix A holds (pseudo) first-
order rate constants for (1) transport between compartments,
(2) removal by transport to outside the system, (3) the rates at

which ENPs are taken up in aggregates or attach to the surfaces
of larger particles, and (4) the rates at which ENPs may be
subjected to removal processes such as degradation and
dissolution. The first-order rate constants are derived from
formulations from the literature and are explained below
(Supporting Information, eq 1 and Table 2).
SB4N models the mass concentrations (mi/V = Ci) as state

variables, using the same first-order rate constants (ki), written
here for a one-compartment system, for which the time-
dependent concentrations Ci(t) can be expressed analytically as
the total mass mi present in an environmental compartment of
volume V at time t at constant emission Ei and removal ki for
ENP species i:23
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These types of calculations are usually performed on one-
compartment systems because they become complicated if
multiple environmental compartments are involved. If there is
transport between compartments in both directions, it is not
possible to analytically formulate how the mass of the substance
will change over time.23 Obtaining time-dependent solutions of
more complex systems of multiple compartments and species,
such as SB4N, requires full dynamic, numerical modeling.
However, for the special case of nonequilibrium colloidal
interactions in SB4N, in which backward processes usually can
be neglected, time-dependent solutions can be approximated
using an extension and rearrangement of eq 2 wherein the
concentration Cj is expressed in terms of removal rate constants
kr and incoming transports from other compartments ∑miki,j:
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This kinetic functionality of SB4N was used to calculate the
environmental concentrations of nano-TiO2 in Switzerland
after one year of emission. Steady-state calculations (including
the sediment compartment) have been calculated with the
matrix multiplication (eq 1, Supporting Information, eq 1).
The formulations presented in the model concept have been

implemented in a spreadsheet in order to demonstrate the
performance of the SB4N model. The spreadsheet model
requires the parameters described in the Supporting
Information (Table 21) as input for calculating mass
concentrations in the compartments atmosphere, soil, surface
water, and sediment for free dispersive, aggregated, and
attached species of ENPs with one click of the button.

Aggregation and Attachment. Once ENPs have been
released into environmental media they may attach to natural
particles, such as the aerosol particles in the atmosphere,24 the
suspended particles in surface and pore waters,19,20,25 and the
solid grains in soil and sediments.26 Natural particles occur in a
continuous distribution of sizes, split in SB4N by the often used
operationally defined value of 450 nm, meant to separate the
“colloidal” from “particulate” material.27 Freely dispersed
nanoparticles, small homoaggregates of nanoparticles, and
heteroaggregates of nanoparticles with natural colloids (<450
nm) are considered to behave as colloids, whereas hetero-
aggregates with natural particulates (>450 nm) behave as
particulate matter. Size is of crucial importance not only
because it directly controls gravitational versus thermal
motion28 but also because it controls frequencies and impacts
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of collision events and high surface areas and high energies
enhance colloid aggregation.29

In this paper, heteroaggregation of ENPs with colloidal
particles is referred to as “aggregation”, whereas association of
ENPs with larger particles is referred to as “attachment”.
Atmosphere: Aerosol Coagulation as Predictor for

“Aggregation” and “Attachment”. The mechanism of
coagulating ultrafine particles (<100 nm) described in aerosol
sciences can be applied to predict the “aggregation” and
“attachment” behavior of ENPs in air.18,30

Coagulation is the process wherein aerosol particles collide
with one another due to their relative motion and then stick to
each other. Diffusion through Brownian motion is the
dominant mechanism for collision of ultrafine aerosol
particles.31 The rate of coagulation is the product of particle
size and diffusion coefficient and is most effective for particles
of different sizes (i.e., polydisperse particles). Large particles
provide a large absorbing surface area, whereas the smaller
particles feature a rapid diffusion.31 The rate of the polydisperse
coagulation coefficient is expressed as a function of particle size
(r) and diffusivity in air (Dair). Next, the Fuchs transitional
correction coefficient (αi,j) is required to express the
coagulation coefficient ( fcoag) as a first-order rate constant for
“aggregation” (kaggA) and “attachment” (kattA) in air.31 The
Fuchs correction coefficient increases with particle size
approaching the value of 1 for large particles (>1 μm),32 and
since it always has a value between 0 and 1 it is applied in SB4N
as an efficiency (α) for “aggregation” and “attachment” for
ENPs colliding with natural aerosol particles. Both the
coagulation rate and the correction coefficient are eventually
derived from the particle’s size and mass (Supporting
Information, Table 4).31,33

Finally, a characterization of the number concentration, size
distribution, and densities of the natural aerosol particles is
required. A common characterization that is applied in aerosol
sciences is a classification of “nucleation mode aerosols <0.01
μm”, “Aitken accumulation mode aerosols (0.01−0.1 μm)”, and
“coarse mode aerosols >0.1 μm”.21,32 The nucleation (∼20 nm)
and Aitken accumulation (∼116 nm) mode aerosol are treated
by SB4N as colloidal particles because they are both smaller
than 450 nm.27,32 Hence, the rate for aggregation in air is
expressed as the sum of the coagulation rate for ENPs with
nucleation mode and that for Aitken accumulation mode
aerosols, whereas coagulation with coarse mode aerosols
(∼1800 nm) represents “attachment” in air (Supporting
Information, Table 3).32 A characterization of the natural
aerosols’ size distribution, number concentration, and the
density of the aerosols themselves is presented in the
Supporting Information (Table 5).
Surface Water: Aggregation and Attachment Rates.

The concepts of colloid science have been applied to estimate
the rates for aggregation and attachment of ENPs to the natural
particles in aquatic environments. Aggregation (kaggW) and
attachment rates (kattW) are commonly obtained by multiplying
the number concentrations of natural particles (N) with a
collision rate ( fcol) and the probability that two particles will
actually remain attached after the collision event: the
aggregation (αagg) or attachment efficiency (αatt).

29 Colloid
science describes two types of aggregation:29 (1) fast
aggregation, where there is no repulsive interaction between
the particles at a collision event, and (2) slow aggregation,
where the particles repel each other so that aggregation and
attachment efficiencies are very small.

Surface Water: Collision Frequencies. The rate at which
particles collide in the aquatic environment is described as a
function of the particle size (r), particle density (ρ), the number
concentrations of the particles present (N), and characteristics
of the surrounding water.34 There are three types of
mechanisms that contribute to the collision frequency: (1)
Brownian motion ( f Brown), where collisions result from random
diffusive movement of particles; (2) interception ( f intercept),
where particles are transported by the motion of the
surrounding fluid and collide; and (3) differential settling
( fgrav), where a difference in gravitational settling velocities
causes the particles to deposit on top of each other.29,34 The
sum of the contributions of these mechanisms is referred to as
the collision frequency coefficient ( fcol). The collision rate (kcol)
is derived by multiplying this collision frequency coefficient
with the number concentration of the natural counterparticles
(Supporting Information, Table 6).34

Surface Water: Aggregation and Attachment Efficien-
cies. The tendency of colloidal systems to aggregate is well
understood and described in the classical Derjaguin Landau35

Verwey Overbeek36 (DLVO) theory of colloid stability. The
DLVO theory is presently being modified to add corrective
terms for various complications, such as the effects of
uncharged polymeric coating, polyelectric coating, and elastic
steric stabilization on the van der Waals and electric double-
layer interaction energies.37 Unfortunately, to our knowledge,
the DLVO theory has not been applied successfully to predict
aggregation efficiencies between ENPs and natural colloids
under real, complex, and environmental conditions that are not
ideal for extrapolations from laboratory conditions.29 Aggrega-
tion efficiencies can be reasoned from the repulsive and
attractive interaction energies between the two colliding
colloids. However, the repulsive energy between ENPs and
natural colloid particles in the environment cannot be
determined easily and accurately with the DLVO theory,38

without adding corrective terms to describe situation specific
conditions (morphology, surface structure, etc.). Instead, it is
preferred to obtain aggregation efficiencies from experimental
work.12 Apparent efficiencies can be experimentally derived by
adding a known number concentration of ENPs to a water
sample for which the number concentration and size
distribution of the natural particles it contains is measured.39

Observing a decrease in the number concentration of natural
particles (e.g., in L−1) provides the opportunity for calculating
the efficiencies for aggregation and attachment with first-order
kinetics:39

α= −
N

t
f N N

d
d

( )NP
col NP ENP (4)

Examples of experimentally obtained aggregation and
attachment efficiencies are provided in the Supporting
Information (Tables 7 and 8 and Figure 1).39,40 When
experimental observations of actual attachment efficiencies are
not available, the DLVO theory provides the concepts
necessary for making estimations.29 Thus, in the case of absent
experimental data, we use the DLVO theory by default to
derive aggregation efficiencies for SB4N as “order of magnitude
estimates”. ENP attachment to the larger natural particles can
be approached as an interaction between a nanoparticle and a
surface because of their relatively large difference in size (<100
nm versus >450 nm). This type of interaction can also be
expressed with the DLVO theory.29 Further explanation on the
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use of the DLVO theory for the calculation of α can be found in
the Supporting Information (Tables 9 and 11).
Soil and Sediments: Attachment and Aggregation

Rates. The rates to which ENPs may attach to the solid grains
in soil (kattS) and sediments (kattSE) are predicted with the
particle filtration theory.26,41 The theory describes colloid
(nano)particles in pore waters that deposit to solid grains as a
function of filtration (λfilter), collection efficiency (ηo), and an
attachment efficiency for porous media (αatt(PM)).

41 The
collection efficiency (ηo) is determined by the collection
mechanisms of Brownian motion (ηBrown), interception
(ηintercept), and gravitational settling (ηgrav). The contributions
of these mechanisms are predicted with semiempirical relations
between the properties of the nanoparticle and the porous
medium.41 Filtration is regarded as a characteristic of the
porous medium, which can be derived from the diameters of
the solid grain collectors (dgrain), the porosity of the medium
( f), and the Darcy velocity (UDarcy); see the Supporting
Information (Table 12).41

The attachment efficiencies are more difficult to predict but
can be derived from packed-bed column experiments.26,42 The
collection efficiency and filtration velocity can be estimated
with the particle filtration theory, so that an apparent
attachment efficiency (αattS,SE) can be derived from the ENPs’
concentration in time (C0 /C(t)):

41

α λ η= − −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

L
f

C

C
ln t

att filter
1

0
1 ( )

0 (5)

For some types of ENPs, experimentally determined
attachment efficiencies are available in the scientific literature
(Supporting Information, Table13).26,42 In case experimental
work is not available, the attachment efficiency can be derived
with the interaction force boundary layer (IFBL) approxima-
tion (Supporting Information, Table 14).43,44

The rates for the aggregation of ENPs with natural colloids
appearing in the pore water of soil or sediment are derived with
the same approach as for aggregation in surface waters
(Supporting Information, Table 3).
Characterization of Altered ENP Species after Attach-

ment or Aggregation. Once an ENP has been attached or
aggregated with natural particles the SB4N model treats the
ENP as an altered species. The mass of the aggregated or
attaches species is characterized as the sum of the mass of the
ENP and the mass off the natural particle it sticks to. The same
principle is applied to characterize the volume of the aggregated
and attached species (Supporting Information, Table 15).
Deposition. Deposition is a transport mechanism that

affects the environmental fate of ENPs in various compart-
ments. Atmospheric ENPs will ultimately deposit to soil or
surface waters,24 while aquatic ENPs deposit to the sediment
compartments at the bottom of surface waters.17 Transport by
deposition is included in the SB4N model by deriving first-
order rate constants (kdep) from deposition velocities (vdep) of
free, aggregated, and attached ENP species

=k
v AREA

VOLUMEi
i

dep( ,1,2)
dep( ,1,2) 2

1 (6)

in which kdep(i,1,2) is the first-order rate constant for deposition
of ENP species i from compartment 1 to 2.
Atmospheric Deposition. Airborne ENPs are likely to

deposit from the atmosphere to land or water by Brownian
diffusion, interception by a rough surface, or gravitational

settling (dry deposition) or through collection by rain (wet
deposition).24,30 Wet deposition is included in SB4N by
separating the atmosphere into the subcompartments “dry air”
and “rain”, each possessing their own mass balance equations
for the free, aggregated, and attached ENP species. Raindrop
collection is therefore included in the model as the transport of
ENPs from “dry air” to “rain”. Specific scavenging coefficients
(Λ) express the rates in which the different atmospheric ENPs
species are collected. The ENPs collected by raindrops will
deposit to land or surface waters by precipitation, whereas the
ENPs remaining in dry air will deposit with specific dry
deposition velocities.

Wet Deposition. The scavenging coefficients (Λ) for free
dispersive, aggregated, and attached species are applied in
SB4N as first-order rate constants (kΛ) for the transport from
“dry air” to “rain”. They are estimated from the diameter of the
raindrops (drain), the precipitation rate (p0), and a collection
efficiency coefficient (EΛ).

45 The collection efficiency coef-
ficient (EΛ) is based on the mechanisms of below-cloud
scavenging, which are Brownian motion (EΛBrown), interception
(EΛintercept), and gravitational impaction (EΛgrav). The contribu-
tion of these collection mechanisms can be derived from the
particle radius (r) and density (ρ) (Supporting Information,
Table 16).21

The raindrops are characterized by assuming a monodisperse
spectrum of raindrop size.45 This enables the opportunity to
derive a raindrop diameter (drain) from a semiempirical relation
with precipitation rate (p0):

46,47

= × ×−d p(7 10 )(6 10 )rain
4 5

0
0.25

(7)

SB4N uses a default precipitation rate of 700 mm·y−1,15

which is also used to derive the removal of ENPs from rain by
wet deposition as was expressed in eq 5

=k
p AREA

VOLUMEidep( ,rain,2)
0 2

rain (8)

in which kdep(i,rain,2) is the first-order rate constant for wet
deposition of ENP species i from compartment rain to a
secondary compartment 2 (soil or surface water).
Since raindrops are aqueous media, it is also possible that

ENPs can dissolve inside the raindrop (Supporting Information
eq 1 and Table 2).

Dry Deposition. The dry deposition of ENPs s can be
expressed as an aerosol particle passing through a series of
aerodynamic and surface resistances.30,48 The aerodynamic
resistance (RA) is caused by the drag above the surface, which
can be characterized as RA = 33 s·m−1 for land and RA = 333 s·
m−1 for water surfaces.49 The surface resistance (RS) is
determined by the collection efficiencies for Brownian motion
(EdBrown), interception (Edintercept), and gravitational impaction
(Edgrav). The contributions of these mechanisms are empirically
derived from the particle’s radius (r), Schmidt number (Sc),
and Stokes number (St), which are ultimately a function of the
particle’s radius and mass and some characteristics of the
surface the particle deposits to (Supporting Information, Table
17).49

Deposition Velocity of Aquatic ENPs to Sediments.
The deposition of aquatic particles to the sediment layers at the
bottom of surface watersalso referred to as sedimentation
is determinant for both the concentrations in the water
compartment and in the sediment compartment. SB4N
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employs a sedimentation velocity derived from Stokes’ Law for
gravitational settling of particles:28,50

ρ ρ
μ

=
−

v
gr2( )

9i
i i

set( )
water

2

water (9)

The acquired sedimentation velocity (vset) is applied in eq 5,
so that the first-order rate constant for deposition
(kdep(i,water,sed)) from water bodies (VOLUMEwater) to the
surface area of sediment(AREAsediment) is expressed as

=k
v AREA

VOLUMEi
i

dep( ,water,sed)
set( ) sediment

water (10)

Dissolution. Although ENPs are often sparingly soluble
substances, they may eventually dissolve at some rate to some
extent in the excess volumes of water in the environment.17

Once an ENP has been dissolved it no longer applies to the
definition of an ENP:6 a solid material that is nanoscaled in at
least two dimensions owning specific properties due to its
nanoscale.51 SB4N therefore treats the dissolution of ENPs as a
removal process in all (sub) compartments that are aqueous
media (rain, surface water, pore water).
The mechanism of dissolution depends on the surface

chemistry of the ENP and the surrounding water.17 SB4N
considers four types of dissolution mechanisms (Supporting
Information, Table 18): (1) the Noyes−Whitney equation for
dissolution of readily soluble particles, (2) practically insoluble
ENP , so that its dissolution rate is zero, e.g., for nano-TiO2,
nano-CeO, nano-C,17 (3) dissolution mechanisms that are too
complex to predict theoretically and thus require input from
experiments,7,12 and (4) dissolution rates that are derived from
thermodynamics expressed with an Arrhenius equation.52

Advection. Aggregation, attachment, nanospecific deposi-
tion velocities, and dissolution are introduced as new features in
the SB4N model that are to be specifically derived per type of
ENP. However, ENPs are also subjected to transport processes
that only depend on the advective mass flows within the
environment, e.g., resuspension of sediment, sediment burial,
soil runoff, erosion of soil grains, and leaching of pore water.
The first-order rate constants for these processes (krs, krun, kbur,
kleach, kerosion., Supporting Information, Table 15) were already
derived in the earlier versions of SimpleBox.15In SB4N, the
contribution of the nanoindependent advective transports is
included by expressing their first-order rate constants in matrix
A (Supporting Information, eq 1).
Evaluation. The model functionality was tested by

reworking the case of TiO2 in Switzerland published by
Mueller and Nowack.18 SB4N was parametrized to match their
flow analysis as close as possible, and the same emission
scenario was used. The system dimensions and input parameter
values for this scenario are presented in Supporting Information
(Tables 20 and 21). The model outcomes were compared to
reveal and analyze effects of the added process formulations
(Supporting Information, Table 22). This evaluation is to
demonstrate the SB4N model formulations’ capability to
perform environmental exposure estimations of ENPs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Impact of SB4N Transport Processes in a Realistic

Emission Scenario. Here we compare outputs of SB4N using
a scenario that previously has been presented by Mueller and
Nowack based on their material flow analysis model.18

Quantitative estimates for nano-TiO2 emissions in Switzerland
have been obtained from this study of Mueller and Nowack
who performed a substance flow analysis from products to air,
water, and soil. The study also provided rough estimates for
predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) reached after 1
year of emission (1-year-PECs) by dividing the annual
emissions with the volume of the respective compartments.
Environmental removal and transport processes are not
included in the PECs reported by Mueller and Nowack.16,18

These PECs are compared with the total concentrations that
SB4N calculates for each compartment at the same emission
scenario (Table 1). Differences between the PECs estimated by
SB4N and Mueller and Nowack are explained by the transport
and removal processes that are introduced in the SB4N model.
Major differences indicate effective transport and removal
processes, whereas minor differences are a consequence of
relatively slow rates for these processes (Supporting Informa-
tion, Table 22).
Since nano-TiO2 is assumed to be practically insoluble, all

removal processes introduced in SB4N are related to transport
from one compartment another or to outside the system
(Figure 1). For atmospheric ENPs all removal is related to
deposition to water and soil. For the atmospheric compartment
SB4N calculated a 1-year-PEC that is a factor 170 smaller than
the PEC Mueller and Nowack reported. This implies that
atmospheric deposition is a relatively effective removal process
as it reduces total concentrations with 2 orders of magnitude
(Supporting Information, Table 22). Furthermore, all atmos-
pheric 1-year-PECs that SB4N calculated for the different
species of atmospheric ENPs are equal to their respective
steady state concentrations. This indicates that in the
atmosphere steady state is reached within one year.
The 1-year-PEC that SB4N calculated for ENPs in soil shows

little difference with the PEC reported by Mueller and Nowack.
A slight increase can be observed after the introduction of
atmospheric deposition and removal from soil by leaching,
runoff, and erosion. This implies that after 1 year the amount of
ENPs entering the soil compartment by atmospheric deposition
is slightly larger than the amount of ENPs leaving the soil by
removal. Furthermore, it is notable that almost all of the ENPs
in soil are calculated to be attached to the solid grains.
According to the particle filtration theory ENPs are quite
effectively removed from the soil’s pore water by attachment to
the soil’s solid grains. However, once the ENPs are attached,
erosion is the only removal process, which proceeds very slowly
(0.03 mm y−1). This allows the ENPs to accumulate and hence
the steady state concentration for ENPs attached to solids in
soil is very high (the steady state PEC is reached after >1000
years and is a factor 1900 larger than the 1-year-PEC calculated
with SB4N).
In water, the removal of ENPs by sedimentation has not led

to a notable difference between the 1-year-PEC calculated with
SB4N and the PEC Mueller and Nowack reported for the water
compartment. The 1-year-PEC provided by SB4N and the PEC
at steady state are also within the same order of magnitude.
Most of the ENPs in the water compartment are aggregated
with natural colloids for both the 1-year-PECs and the steady-
state PECs that are derived with SB4N. Settling of aggregated
ENPs is the dominant removal mechanism for ENPs in water20

which rate is calculated to be in the order of magnitude of 1 y−1

(1.64 × 10−8 s−1 ≈ 1 y−1, Supporting Information, Table 22).
This explains why the 1-year-PEC calculated by SB4N is about
the same as the steady-state PEC.
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Uncertainty and Justification of Simplifications. Like
in all multimedia fate predictions, the SB4N modeling results
are uncertain. This uncertainty is due to a lack of knowledge
about some influential parameters: (1) emission rates, (2)
physicochemical properties (e.g., size distribution, surface
reactivity, state of purity), and (3) interactions with the
environment (e.g., dissolution, aggregation and attachment
behavior).11 Facing such complexity, SB4N employs scientifi-
cally justified simplifications in order to express the mechanisms
of the environmental fate of ENPs, e.g., by using default,
assumed, or experimentally determined parameter values.
SB4N fits in the pragmatic approach that is required for the

environmental risk assessment of ENPs.7 In this approach,
simplifications are inevitable but acceptable if they can be
justified scientifically.
Release: Emission Patterns. The amount and form of the

released ENPs determine their environmental fate.53 Quanti-
tative data on the environmental release of ENPs is limited.54

Therefore, release needs to be estimated from information on
the magnitude of ENP production and use, but this information
is limited as well.55 Furthermore, emission patterns that
characterize the extent to which ENPs are aggregated, attached,
or free to disperse at the moment of release are yet to be
derived.7 As a consequence of this limited knowledge, emission
estimation of ENPs remains speculative.6 In the absence of such
knowledge, SB4N assumes that the ENPs are released in their
pristine (i.e., freely dispersed) form and are therefore free to
disperse. We therefore also assume that the ENPs are released
only into the environmental media in which they actually are
free to disperse (dry air in the atmosphere, pore water in soil,
and the aqueous medium of surface waters).
Air: Treating Atmospheric ENPs as Ultrafine Aerosol

Particles. SB4N assumes that the behavior of atmospheric
ENPs is similar to the behavior of ultrafine aerosol particles
(<100 nm) because the transformation, loss, and dispersion
processes that affect natural aerosol particles are also applicable
to the dispersion of ENPs.18 This is reasonable, as a comparison
between ENPs and other airborne nanoparticles has demon-
strated that there are only modest differences in their
characteristics and behavior.30 Moreover, such differences
become evident only at high local ENP concentrations,30

whereas SB4N considers (low) background concentrations.
Water: Applying Kinetics from Colloid Science.

Aggregation, attachment, settling, and dissolution are the
dominant nanospecific processes determining the fate of
ENPs in water.8,17 SB4N simulates this by using first-order
constants for the rates of these processes by applying kinetic
equations from colloid science, which is an approach that has
been recommended for the aquatic exposure assessment of
ENPs.17 A similar approach has been applied successfully in box
models predicting the fate of ENPs in rivers;50 the approach has
proven useful for a large range of realistic cases. These models
dealt with lack of experimental data by applying a range of
aggregation and attachment efficiencies, yielding ranges of
model outcomes,50 whereas environmental exposure estimation
for risk assessment purposes requires most likely outcomes.
SB4N prefers estimates of the aggregation and attachment
efficiencies obtained from experimental work,12 if these are not
available SB4N uses predictions from the DLVO theory when
observations under environmental conditions are not available,
e.g., when theory cannot adequately account for the complex
interactions with natural organic matter or steric interaction
forces.29

Soil and Sediments: Applying Particle Filtration
Theory on ENPs. SB4N uses the kinetics and semiempirical
relations of the particle filtration theory41 to predict the
environmental fate in porous media such as soil and sediments.
Column experiments investigating the fate and transport of
ENPs in porous media show good agreement with the theory.26

However, it is not preferred to predict attachment rates
between ENPs and the solid grains with DLVO because it
needs verification.56 The DLVO theory does not account for
particle effects, charge heterogeneity, or surface roughness,57

while the attachment efficiencies are very sensitive to these type
of heterogeneities.29 Therefore, it is preferred to apply
attachment efficiencies derived from experimental work. If
these are not available, rough estimations for attachment
efficiencies can still be derived with the DLVO theory, taking
into account that they may not be accurate for a wide set of
ENPs and collector surfaces.29

All Compartments: Removal Due to Heteroaggrega-
tion Is Assumed To Dominate Compared to Removal
Due to Homoaggregation. In SB4N, “aggregation” refers to
the process of ENPs sticking to natural colloids. However,
ENPs are also able to aggregate with themselves: homoag-
gregation. At least two ENPs are needed to form one
homoaggregate, so that homoaggregation rates are expressed
with second-order kinetics. Since homoaggregation obviously
does not obey first-order kinetics, it cannot be directly
incorporated in SB4N. This problem is overcome in SB4N
by disregarding homoaggregation at all. This is justified from
experimental observations in which heteroaggregation between
ENPs and natural colloids was found to dominate over
homoaggregation.20,58 The number concentration of natural
colloids is much higher than that of ENPs, given the current
and anticipated levels of ENP emission.53 Disregarding the
homoaggregation process is an acceptable simplification if the
natural colloid concentration is expected to be abundant over
the ENP concentration.7,17 This is the case for SB4N, because it
assumes a complete dispersion of ENPs within the media over a
regional scale. However, this is not the case for local
concentrations of ENPs directly after release.50 Where
homoaggregation is assumed to be a negligible environmental
fate process on a background scale,7 this is not necessarily the
case for homoaggregates that are formed at a local scale and
then persist at a background scale.58 If the local formation of
homoaggregates can be translated into an emission to the
regional scale, SB4N is able to predict ENP concentrations
using homoaggregate concentrations as input. After all, at a
background scale just like ENPs, homoaggregates obey first-
order kinetics. Thus, if it is desired, SB4N can be used to
predict environmental background concentrations for homoag-
gregates, but it requires an “emission rate” and the properties of
the aggregate as input.

All Aqueous Media: First-Order Dissolution Kinetics.
Theoretically, it is not expected that the dissolution of an
individual ENP obeys first-order kinetics because the particle
will shrink as dissolution proceeds and dissolution is propor-
tional to the particles’ specific surface area that increases.59

However, environmental risk assessment is performed on the
total of ENP concentrations. A statistical comparison has
shown that differences between the first-order kinetic and the
shrinking particle model approach are too small to prefer one
for statistical reasons alone.60 For practical reasons, however,
the first-order kinetic approach is preferred as it is easier to
incorporate in integrated systems such as SB4N.60 In the
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absence of adequate data, we argue that it is acceptable to use
first-order dissolution kinetics for the purpose of environmental
risk assessment.17

Perspectives. An implementation of the SB4N model was
provided as proof of concept for modeling nanomaterials in
SimpleBox version 4 (to be published). SB4N is not the first
model that is able to estimate ENP concentrations for an entire
environmental system,11 but it may be the first multimedia fate
model for ENPs that fits in the current frameworks of chemical
safety assessment.12 Existing fate models for ENPs are
stochastic models that have been designed to provide a basis
for a first environmental exposure estimation of ENPs. They
require quantitative data in order to provide a range of probable
environmental concentrations by performing a probabilistic
material flow analysis (PMFA) that builds on Monte Carlo
simulations for air, soil, water, and sediments.9,10,61 The
MendNano model developed by Liu and Cohen13 is similar
to SB4N, but based on empirical partitioning data, rather than
on mechanistic formulations of the key processes. MendNano
models the extent to which ENPs are associated with natural
particles by means of an attachment weighting factor. SB4N
reaches the same by using first-order rate constants for
aggregation and attachment, for which theoretical, mechanistic
estimations can be used in the absence of empirical data. In this
respect, SB4N and MendNano are fundamentally different.
Current chemical safety assessment frameworks prefer model

predictions as single values for environmental concentrations
derived from chemical substance properties and emissions to
the environment.12 SB4N is a mechanistic model designed to
perform environmental exposure estimations for this purpose,
and hence, it requires physical and chemical properties of the
engineered (nano) colloid particle and emission as inputs.
When SB4N is applied to estimate environmental exposure to
ENPs, it is preferred to apply experimentally derived values for
the parametrizations that are not fully covered by existing
colloid theory (e.g., aggregation and attachment efficiencies).
Experimental data is available for all the parametrizations for
which it is preferred26,39,40,42,52 but not for all the different
types of ENPs. This indicates that the required experiments can
be performed successfully but also stresses the need for more
experimental investigation both in general and for the
application of the SB4N model. In case experimental data is
unavailable, it is still acceptable to use theoretically derived
parameter values as long as the resulting uncertainty is
accounted for. SB4N’s ability to calculate ENP concentrations
in air, soil, water, and sediment makes the model fit for
implementation in chemical safety assessment. Furthermore,
SB4N is able to predict the extent to which ENPs are associated
with natural particles, which becomes useful in for further safety
assessment of ENPs.62 Moreover, SB4N covers the adjustments
that are required to adapt earlier versions of SimpleBox fit for
environmental exposure estimation of ENPs:6 (1) trans-
formation is not interpreted as a removal mechanism because
the environmental fate of the transformation products from
heteroaggregation and attachment are simulated as a different
species of the same ENP, (2) dissolution is included as a
mechanism of removal through degradation, and (3) complete
and instantaneously reached thermodynamic equilibrium is not
assumed; rather, the rates at which the ENPs go toward
thermodynamic equilibrium are represented by dissolution,
aggregation, and attachment rates. With all the required
adjustments accounted for, we believe that SB4N can be
implemented in environmental risk assessment frameworks for

nanomaterials in the same way as the original SimpleBox15 is
used in the environmental risk assessment of traditional
chemicals: a multimedia fate model that provides background
concentrations for the purpose of environmental exposure
estimation.12
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